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A computer model is described that takes a novel approach to the problem of accounting for
perceptual coherence in alternating pure-tone sequences by using simple physiological principles
that operate at a low level. Using the same set of parameter values, the model is able to reproduce
a number of phenomena associated with auditory stream segregation. These are ~1! the buildup of
stream segregation over time, ~2! the temporal coherence and fission boundaries obtained from
human listeners, and ~3! the trill threshold. Whereas these phenomena are generally accounted for
in terms of an auditory scene-analysis process that works on the basis of Gestalt perceptual
principles, the operation of the model suggests that some Gestalt auditory grouping may be the
product of low-level processes. © 1996 Acoustical Society of America.
PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Mk

INTRODUCTION

An important issue confronting auditory science today is
the question of how listeners isolate one sound source from a
background of competing noise. That is, how does the auditory system decompose an acoustic mixture into its constituent parts, and then assign these parts to the individual, original sound sources that created the mixture? For example,
how is a person listening to an orchestra through a single
loudspeaker able to hear an individual instrument? The listener must group across time a subset of the sonic events
emanating from the loudspeaker into a coherent stream of
sound that corresponds to the attended instrument. The segregation of a single sound source from an acoustic mixture is
analogous to the visual separation of scenes into ‘‘figure’’
and ‘‘ground’’ ~Koffka, 1935!. We present, below, a model
which aims to show that a number of auditory figure/ground
phenomena can be accounted for by a small number of lowlevel processing principles compatible with the known physiology of the peripheral auditory system.
In auditory terms, figure–ground effects can be produced using an isochronous alternating-tone sequence composed of two pure tones of different frequencies ~A and B!
which are repeated continuously ~i.e., ABAB...!. At long
tone-repetition times ~TRT, or the time interval between the
onset of consecutive tones in the sequence!, or if there is a
small frequency separation (D f ) between the tones, an observer will perceive the sequence as a connected series of
tones, or a musical trill @Fig. 1~a!#. This property of continuity is known as temporal coherence ~van Noorden, 1975!.
However, at short TRTs, or when there is a large D f , the trill
seems to split into two parallel sequences or ‘‘streams,’’ one
high and one low in pitch, as if there were two different, but
a!
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interwoven, sound sources. Here, the observer’s attention is
focused on only one tone stream ~A or B!, and the stimulus
appears to have a longer periodicity equal to twice the TRT
@Fig. 1~b!#. The attended stream is subjectively louder than
the unattended stream, producing an auditory figure–ground
percept in terms of loudness. This phenomenon is known as
auditory stream segregation ~Bregman and Campbell, 1971!.
A. Factors influencing auditory stream segregation

Van Noorden ~1975! plotted the occurrence of segregated and coherent percepts in ABAB sequences as a function of D f and TRT, and found three separate perceptual
areas defined by two perceptual boundaries dependent on
frequency proximity and temporal proximity ~Fig. 2!. Above
the temporal coherence boundary it is impossible to integrate
A and B into a single perceptual stream. Below the fission
boundary it is impossible to hear more than one stream, and
the tone sequence forms a coherent whole. The region between the two boundaries is an ambiguous region perceptually, since either a segregated or an integrated percept may
be heard. The choice of alternative percepts can be influenced by the observer’s attentional set. However, a spontaneous alternation between the two percepts often occurs
when the listener makes no conscious effort to influence the
process. All ABAB stimuli begin by sounding coherent, but
the probability of segregation occurring increases steadily
over time as a function of total sequence duration ~Anstis
and Saida, 1985!.
B. Auditory scene analysis and stream formation

Auditory scene analysis theory ~Bregman, 1990! states
that the auditory system decomposes a sound mixture by
assigning the frequency components of the mixture to the
separate perceptual structures that are used to represent individual sound sources. The grouping mechanisms used by the
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sound source. For example, the increase of segregation reports later in the stimulus presentation is explained by Bregman ~1990! in terms of a primitive segregation mechanism
which gradually accumulates evidence that a tone sequence
contains different subsets of sounds with distinct properties,
and that these subsets should be sorted into separate streams.
Similarly, the focusing on one particular stream by an observer is caused by a schema-based segregation mechanism
that groups elements on the basis of the Gestalt principle of
~frequency! proximity—i.e., the high tones in a sequence
tend to group with other high tones if brought close to them
in time by a decrease in TRT.

C. A physiologically based approach to auditory
stream formation

FIG. 1. ~a! The percept of a temporally coherent ABAB tone sequence, and
~b! the percept of a segregated ABAB tone sequence.

auditory system are broadly claimed to operate according to
Gestalt perceptual principles. For example, the Gestalt principle of proximity states that nearer elements are grouped
together in preference to those that are spaced further apart.
This is demonstrated by the tendency of tones to form
streams when they are in the same frequency region and
there is a small D f ~e.g., below the fission boundary!.
Bregman ~1990! suggests that auditory stream segregation occurs as a consequence of the scene analysis process,
because the auditory system is attempting to group auditory
components into streams, each of which represents a separate

FIG. 2. The temporal coherence boundary ~upper curve! and the fission
boundary ~lower curve! for an ABAB sequence composed of alternating
40-ms pure tones ~redrawn from McAdams and Bregman, 1979!. The percept of the listener is determined by the frequency separation between the
two tones ~f B2f A! and the tone-repetition time ~see text!. Here, f A51000
Hz.
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A computer model of the auditory system is demonstrated below, which is designed to work specifically on alternating pure-tone sequences ~ABAB...!, and which uses
low-level auditory analysis to account for some stream segregation phenomena associated with these stimuli. The computer model is based upon simple circuits analogous to
physiological systems present in the lower auditory system
and auditory periphery, and exhibits similar behavior to that
of human listeners for certain simple stimuli. The approach
taken here can be seen as being complementary to the Gestalt
approach, but at a different level of explanation, inasmuch as
it explores the possibility that the physiology of the lower
auditory system is responsible for some segregation phenomena.
In this account, we build on earlier work ~Beauvois and
Meddis, 1991, 1995! by refining the peripheral model to include adaptation of the auditory-nerve ~AN! response to
tones, and we extend the range of stimulus paradigms evaluated. At the heart of the model lie two general ideas that we
seek to evaluate. The first principle is the idea that ‘‘streaming’’ can be construed usefully as a selective accentuation of
one auditory object. That is, one of two simultaneous sounds
is heard as louder than the other, even though both sounds
have the same physical intensity. This is not the same as
saying that the two objects are allocated to two separate
streams and only one is heard. Both are clearly heard, but
one has greater perceptual salience than the other. The question then arises as to how this salience is internally managed
and why foreground/background shifts appear to occur spontaneously.
The second principle suggests that these shifts are an
inevitable consequence of the stochastic nature of the neural
activity in the auditory periphery. The probabilistic nature of
spike generation in the AN and elsewhere in the brain stem
means that there is random variation in the response of the
system to stimuli of otherwise similar intensity. When this
variation passes through neural systems characterized by
low-pass filtering, we obtain random-walk phenomena with
properties which, we claim, can explain some of the effects
associated with auditory foreground/background perceptual
experiences. Other principles are undoubtedly at work, such
as descending influences that, presumably, are involved in
conscious control of the percept and lateral inhibition. We
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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acknowledge these as possible contributors, but they are not
studied in the current model.
I. MODEL DESCRIPTION
A. Summary of model features

~1! The acoustic signal is first subjected to a peripheral
frequency analysis which establishes ‘‘channels’’ characterized by a bandpass frequency response to stimuli.
~2! The output of each bandpass filter is fed into a simulation of a group of inner-hair-cell/AN-synapse units.
~3! Each model channel subdivides into three pathways:
~3.1! A temporal fine-structure path preserves all aspects of
the AN output to enable the signal to be processed by
higher levels, and to preserve all AN information for
pitch extraction purposes.
~3.2! A temporal-integration path temporally integrates the
AN output.
~3.3! An excitation-level path adds a cumulative random element to the output of the temporal-integration path,
and then subjects it to a slower temporal integration
process.
~4! The output of the excitation-level paths are examined to see which one has the highest excitation level compared to the other channels. The channel with the highest
excitation level is then defined as the ‘‘dominant channel.’’
~5! The activity in all amplitude-information pathways
is then attenuated by a factor of 0.5, except for the dominant
channel.
~6! The model amplitude output is the sum of the outputs of the attenuated and nonattenuated amplitudeinformation paths.
~7! Stream segregation is assessed on the basis of the
relative amplitude levels of tones A and B in the model output. If the levels are comparable, the percept is judged to be
coherent. Otherwise, a ‘‘segregated’’ percept is reported.
A diagram showing the construction of one model channel is shown in Fig. 3. All the stimuli presented to the model
are composed of pure tones of a fixed input level. Most
stages of the model ~apart from the stimulus, bandpass frequency filter, and IHC/AN simulation! are evaluated using a
sampling rate of 1 kHz. The stimulus, bandpass frequency
filter, and IHC/AN simulation use a sampling rate of 20 kHz.

FIG. 3. Diagram showing the construction of one model channel.

various tone durations, sequence durations, and onset/offset
ramps were used for each model simulation ~described below!.
C. Stage 2: Filter bank

The second stage of the model is a bandpass auditory
filter bank, which calculates the output from the ith filter in
response to a tone with frequency f j using formulas suggested by Glasberg and Moore ~1983!—see also Patterson
and Moore ~1986! for a detailed discussion of this topic. The
formula used was
A W i j 5„11 ~ p i g i ! …exp~ 2 p i g i ! ,

B. Stage 1: Stimulus

The stimuli presented to the model consist of number
sequences composed of two alternating pure tones ~with frequencies f A and f B! and intervening silences. The tones are
computed as
s t 5 a cos~ 2 p f j t ! ,

~1!

where s t is the instantaneous amplitude level of the tone, t is
the time, f j is the frequency of the tone, and a is the input
signal amplification factor scaled to give an arbitrary rms of
1.0 at 30 dB. In this implementation, one stimulus level ~75
dB! was used for all tones, and was taken to be equivalent to
the level of a pure tone at 35 dB above threshold. However,
2272
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~2!

where A W i j is the amplitude attenuation in the ith channel of
the frequency f j ~f A or f B!,
p i 54 f j /ERB~CFi )

~3!

g i 5 ~ CFi 2 f j ! /CFi ,

~4!

and

where CFi is the center frequency of the ith filter in Hz. The
ERB ~equivalent rectangular bandwidth! of the filter was calculated using the formula given by Glasberg and Moore
~1990!:
ERB~CFi )5107.939~ CFi /1000! 124.7.
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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The output from each filter (x it ) is the amplitude of the input
signal attenuated by the filter function. Hence, when a tone is
active,
x it 5s t A W i j

~6!

and when no tone is active
x it 50.

~7!

Note that j identifies the tone active at time t.
The filter bank has, in principle, a large number of filters. However, for ABAB stimuli, it seems reasonable for
evaluation purposes to consider only those channels with
CFs equal to f A and f B , and one channel midway between
the two ~arithmetic mean frequency!. This arrangement has
the virtue of saving a considerable amount of computing
time for signals of long duration.

D. Stage 3: IHC/AN simulation

When the inner hair cells ~IHCs! associated with an auditory filter are stimulated by a tone, they initiate electrical
impulses ~spikes! in the AN. The greatest rate of impulses
occurs at the onset of the tone. After a few ms, however, the
firing rate of the IHCs very rapidly declines along a steep
slope, which then levels off into a gentle slope which continues until the end of the tone. During a period of silence
there is a low continuous firing-rate level—the spontaneous
firing rate—until another tone is presented, whereupon the
process starts all over again ~Westerman and Smith, 1984!.
The response of a population of AN fibers can be simulated
by a computer model of a coupled IHC/AN-fiber unit. A
study by Hewitt and Meddis ~1991! which evaluated a number of such models showed that the Meddis IHC model
~Meddis, 1986, 1988; Meddis et al., 1990! was the most effective, and this model was incorporated into the present
model by passing the output of each filter into it. The IHC
model converts the filter output into an estimate of the probability of spike occurrence in the postsynaptic AN. The parameters of the IHC model were set to simulate a fiber with
a spontaneous rate of about 35 spikes/s, a saturated rate of
about 150 spikes/s, and a limited ~30 dB! dynamic range
~Hewitt et al., 1992!.
Individual AN spikes are generated from the IHC firing
probability using pseudorandom number techniques ~Hastings and Peacock, 1975, p. 41!. Due to the probabilistic nature of the technique, a different pattern of AN spikes is
generated with each stimulus presentation. In this implementation, 60 AN-fiber units, all with the same CF, were simulated for each model channel. The output of this stage (H it )
represents the number of active ~spiking! AN fibers in each
model channel.
Although the IHC model uses a 20-kHz sampling rate,
later stages of the model use a 1-kHz sampling rate, which
considerably reduces computing time. The IHC/AN simulation output (H it ) is, therefore, the number of spikes over the
previous 1-ms period.
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E. Stage 4: Division into separate pathways

Each model channel divides into two separate pathways.
One pathway ~the temporal-integration path! temporally integrates the AN output. A second pathway ~the temporal finestructure path! preserves the AN output for possible later use
in determining the various qualities of the model output. In
principle, this allows higher-level processes to extract pitch
information from the signal on the basis of the temporal fine
structure of the signal, or the place of origin on the basilar
membrane. This process is not explicitly addressed in this
implementation, however, because, as will be seen, the temporal fine-structure path plays no active role in the generation of the stream segregation phenomena reported here.
F. Stage 5: Temporal integration of signal

Temporal integration of the signal is achieved by passing the AN activity in each channel ~the number of spikes,
H it ! through an exponential accumulation and decay function ~a leaky integrator!. A leaky integrator sums the energy
occurring within a given time period or temporal ‘‘window,’’
and functions as a low-pass filter. It shows a gradual accumulation in excitation while a stimulus is on, and a gradual
decline in excitation once the stimulus has ended. The time
constant of the integrator ~m53 ms! controls the accumulation and decline of excitation. The output of the temporalintegration pathway (K it ) is computed using the formula
K it 5K i ~ t21 ! e 2Dt/ m 1H it .

~8!

G. Stage 6: Random bias and further leaky
integration of the signal

At the heart of the model are the two critical principles
of stochastic operation and low-pass filtering ~or leaky integration!. We propose that both are characteristic of neural
processing and critical to an understanding of the spontaneous stream segregation effects which occur in response to
alternating pure tones of different frequency. These are
implemented schematically in the model by sending the output from each leaky integrator (K it ) through two separate
pathways. One pathway ~the amplitude-information path!
preserves the temporally integrated AN output for determining the loudness of the signal. In the other pathway ~the
excitation-level path!, the stochastic nature of the input to the
auditory brain stem is represented by varying the temporally
integrated AN output (K it ) by adding a smoothed random
value R it . This is computed by choosing a new random number (r it ) at each step of the evaluation of the model. This
random number has a mean of zero and a range of
1/2M K it . The random bias is thus made proportional to
the activity in each channel (K it ), in order to approximate
the properties of a Poisson process where the variance of the
random variable is directly proportional to its expected
value. M is an important parameter of the model whose
value ~0.006! was found by fitting the model output to the
data of Anstis and Saida ~1985! as described below. The
random sequence is smoothed by passing it through the following low-pass filter:
R it 5R i ~ t21 ! 1r it
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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and the result is added to temporally integrated AN output
L it 5K it 1R it .

~10!

It is critical to the functioning of the model that the random
sequence (r it ) is unique to each channel. It gives rise to a
random walk which will differ from one channel to another.
The effect of this becomes obvious at the next stage of the
model where the activity in each channel is integrated in a
manner thought to be involved in normal loudnesssummation processes. We represent this here as another lowpass filter
C it 5C i ~ t21 ! e 2Dt/ g 1L it ,

~11!

where g is the time constant of the filter and is relatively
long ~g570 ms!.
H. Stage 7: Dominant-channel selection and channel
attenuation

The channel selector, at 1-ms intervals, chooses the
channel with the highest excitation level (C it ). This is called
the ‘‘dominant channel.’’ This channel experiences no attenuation in its amplitude-information-path output, whereas the
activity level in the amplitude-information paths of all other
channels (K it ) is attenuated by half. This attenuation value
seems reasonable for the purposes of developing the model.
The attenuated output of the amplitude-information path
(q it ) of the dominant channel is therefore
q it 5K it

~12!

and the attenuated output of the amplitude-information path
(q it ) of all the other channels is
q it 50.5K it .

~13!

The loudness output (V t ) of the model is found by adding
together the resulting levels of all the amplitude-information
paths over the three channels,
k

V t5

( q it /k,

i51

~14!

where the number of channels (k) equals three. Equation
~14! yields a high-level output if the dominant channel is
also the channel carrying the active signal. However, complex sequences of tones can give rise to situations where the
signal-carrying channel is not dominant. In this case, the
loudness output for that tone is weakened, and the reduced
contribution of the tone to the model output will create a
‘‘background’’-type signal. The channel-attenuation mechanism will therefore simulate the perceived loudness difference between attended and unattended streams ~van
Noorden, 1975, 1977!.

I. Stage 8: Model output and the segregation/
coherence decision

The final stage of the model compares the average loudness output during tone A ~VA! with the average loudness
output during tone B~VB! for the preceding 1-s period:
Z t 5VA/VB.
2274
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~15!

The model assumes that stream segregation occurs when a
critical output difference between A and B is exceeded. That
is, one tone dominates the model output in terms of loudness,
similar to the figure/ground loudness percept of a segregated
ABAB sequence. Therefore, when Z t , or 1/Z t , exceeds a
critical value, Z crit ~1.117!, A and B are considered to have
segregated into separate streams over the previous second;
i.e., the model ‘‘hears’’ one tone as being consistently
‘‘louder’’ than the other. This condition occurs when one
tone dominates the model output. This judgment is made at
the end of each second from the beginning to the end of the
stimulus. Z t represents the output of the model, and is used
in the model simulations of stream-segregation experiments
described below.

II. MODEL OPERATION

We can illustrate the operation of the model by considering the main factors that affect the model output—the destabilization of the channel excitation levels created by the
action of the random bias, and the effects of D f and TRT.
A. Destabilization of dominant channel

For most stimuli, when a tone is played, the channel
whose CF corresponds to the tone frequency will have the
highest excitation level. In this situation, that channel’s output will dominate the model output, because the output from
all other channels will be attenuated. However, because the
model responds sluggishly, the channel with the highest excitation level will not always be the one maximally stimulated by a tone. In such cases, the model output in response
to that tone will be reduced, because that channel has an
attenuated contribution. This situation may arise when the
frequencies of the tone-A and tone-B channels are close together, and the middle channel accumulates more excitation
over the whole stimulus presentation. It may also occur simply as the result of the action of the random bias, which may
accumulate unusually large amounts of excitation in one
channel so that it remains dominant, even when it is not
being actively stimulated. In some instances, therefore, a
channel that is not being directly stimulated will contain the
information necessary for the system to determine what percept is heard. In others, the percept heard is dependent upon
channel alternation between dominant channels.
When an ABAB sequence is presented to the model
then, as each tone is presented, there is a gradual buildup of
excitation in the 70-ms leaky integrators of the tone-A and
tone-B channels. When the tone ends, there is a gradual decline in excitation level in the corresponding channels. Figure 4 shows such a situation. As A comes on, the excitation
level in the corresponding tone-A channel rises to a peak,
causing it to be the dominant channel in terms of excitation
level. However, when A goes off and the excitation caused
by it decays, the excitation caused by B rises to a peak and
makes the tone-B channel the dominant channel. This situation will lead to the model’s output being dominated alternately by the tone-A and tone-B channels, regardless of D f
and TRT. That is, VA'VB, and Z,Z crit . Here, a model
output of temporal coherence results for the duration of the
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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FIG. 4. Channel excitation levels (C it ) for the tone-A channel ~CF5f A! and
the tone-B channel ~CF5f B! showing the overlapping vertical excursions of
the channel excitation levels. C it is measured in arbitrary units. Here
f A51000 Hz, f B51200 Hz, and TRT550 ms. The model output is sampled
every 10 ms.

sequence. This situation will also occur if the middle channel
dominates the system output, as VA'VB, and Z'1.0.
However, the separate random biases applied to the
excitation-level paths accumulate over time, so that sometimes a situation is reached where a large overall change
results. As the excitation level is sometimes higher than
usual, sometimes lower, the accumulation of excitation by
the 70-ms leaky integrators will vary differently in each
channel over time, due to the separate random walks in each
channel. As a result, the channel with the greatest excitation
level will switch randomly from the tone-A to the tone-B
channel over the course of the sequence. As the channel with
the greatest excitation level is taken to be the dominant channel, then the fluctuation between the tone-A and tone-B
channels—in terms of highest excitation level—will imitate
the apparently random attentional alternation between tone-A
and tone-B streams over the duration of a tone sequence
~Anstis and Saida, 1985!. Should one channel have the highest excitation level for a long period of time, this channel
will become the dominant channel for an extended period,
with the result that VA and VB are unequal, and Z.Z crit ,
giving a model output of segregation. It should be noted here
that reducing the value of the random-bias control parameter
(M ) will cause less destabilization of the channel excitation
levels, and consequently fewer segregation reports in the
model output. However, this effect can be counterbalanced
by altering one of the other model parameters to increase
either the destabilization of the channel excitation levels, or
the inequality of VA and VB in the system output, thereby
creating more segregation reports. This can be achieved by
either ~1! increasing the time constant of the second leaky
integrator ~i.e., .70 ms!, ~2! decreasing the value of Z crit
2275
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~i.e., ,1.117!, or ~3! decreasing the channel-attenuation
value ~i.e., ,0.5!.
A further consequence of random-bias accumulation is
that as the random bias is proportional to channel activity,
the onset of a tone which follows a silent period is preceded
by a history of little accumulated bias. However, the effect of
the bias and the random walk will accumulate over the first
few presentations of the tone. As the random bias takes time
to accumulate, the first few seconds of a stimulus will always
be characterized by alternation between the tone-A and
tone-B channels. That is, irrespective of the stimulus parameters, temporal coherence will occur at the beginning of a
sequence ~Bregman, 1990!. After a period of time, however,
the bias accumulation will begin to take effect, and the probability of one channel having a higher excitation level than
the other, and consequently forming a stream, will increase
~Bregman, 1990; Anstis and Saida, 1985!. However, this effect will be counteracted by the occurrence of an extended
silent period which, due to the absence of a stimulus, will
create minimal channel-excitation and random-bias levels,
and allow the channel excitation levels to decay to a baseline
level.
The effect of random-bias accumulation is illustrated in
Fig. 5, which shows the excitation levels (C it ) for each
model channel in response to a 10-s ABAB sequence. Here
f A51000 Hz, f B51250 Hz, TRT5100 ms, and tone
duration540 ms. When t,5 s, the highest excitation level
alternates between the tone-A and tone-B channels ~as in Fig.
4!, so that VA'VB, and Z,Z crit ~see Figs. 5 and 6!. However, when t.5 s, the tone-A channel consistently has the
highest excitation level, resulting in a large difference between VA and VB in the model output ~see Fig. 6!, so that
Z.Z crit ~see Figs. 5 and 6!. The model will therefore give a
segregation output in response to this stimulus only when
t.5 s.

B. The effect of TRT on the model output

The action of the cumulative random bias has consequences for the effect of TRT on the model output. If we
present subjects with an ABAB sequence, where tone
duration540 ms, then there will be a long period of silence
~210 ms! between tones when TRT5250 ms. The random
bias is proportional to channel activity, which is at its highest
when a tone is played ~see Fig. 4!. This indicates that the
cumulative random bias will be mainly ‘‘fueled’’ by the
excitation-level peaks created by the tones. Therefore, the
low tone density in this stimulus will give a minimal opportunity for cumulative differences between the energy in the
channels. This will reduce the chances of one channel dominating the model output for an extended period, and give a
low probability of a segregation response. In addition, the
long silences between tones will also allow the channel excitation levels to decline to baseline levels between tone presentations, thereby producing the overlapping channel excitation levels found in Fig. 4. In this situation, the dominant
channel will alternate between the tone-A channel ~when A is
active! and the tone-B channel ~when B is active!, with the
result that when each tone is playing, it is being
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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FIG. 5. Channel excitation levels (C it ) for all model channels in response to a 10-s sequence. C it is measured in arbitrary units. Here f A51000 Hz, f B51250
Hz, TRT5100 ms, and tone duration540 ms. Also shown are the Z values derived from the VA and VB values shown in Fig. 6 ~see text!. Z crit is indicated
by the dotted line. The model output is sampled every 100 ms.

relayed faithfully through its own channel without attenuation. Here the model output will be temporally coherent, as
VA'VB, and Z,Z crit .
The opposite situation will apply at short TRTs ~e.g., 50
ms!. Here the high tone density in the stimulus sequence will
give a maximal cumulative random bias over the duration of
the stimulus ~as in Fig. 5!, consequently giving a high probability of a segregation output. Overall, then, we can say that
the probability of one channel dominating the model output,
and thereby producing a model output of segregation, is inversely related to TRT.

C. The effect of D f on the model output

If a situation should arise where the tone-A channel is
the dominant channel for an extended period, then the amplitude output for tone B ~VB! will be reduced ~as illustrated
in Sec. II A!. This creates an imbalance between VA and
VB, and increases the value of Z. If D f is small, then VB
'VA, and Z'1.0. This is because all channels respond
roughly equally to the two tones at small D f ’s. That is, the
tone-B signal will pass through the tone-A channel to higher
levels relatively unattenuated. However, if we increase D f ,
we will attenuate the level of tone B in the tone-A channel,
reduce the value of VB further, and increase the imbalance
between VA and VB in the model output. This increases the
likelihood of Z being greater than Z crit , and results in a
greater probability of the model giving a segregation output.
This indicates that there is an increased probability of the
model giving a segregation output as D f increases, should
one channel dominate the model output for an extended period.

D. Summary

FIG. 6. The values of VA and VB ~measured in arbitrary units! in the model
output resulting from the channel excitation levels shown in Fig. 5 ~see
text!. Also shown are the Z values derived from VA and VB ~see text!. Z crit
is indicated by the dotted line.
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The overall behavior of the model shows a two-factor
interaction between the effects of TRT and D f , with the lowest probability of the model giving a segregation output occurring at long TRTs and small D f ’s, and the highest probability of the model giving a segregation output occurring at
short TRTs and large D f ’s. These latter conditions reflect the
perceptual area circumscribed by the temporal coherence
boundary, above which a percept of stream segregation is
always heard ~see Fig. 2!.
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the results of Anstis and Saida ~1985! with the output
of the model ~see text!.

III. MODEL EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of the model, the results of
a number of experimental studies carried out on human listeners were simulated using the model. In each model simulation, except where noted, the stimuli were 75-dB pure
tones with 5-ms rise and fall times ~implemented using
raised cosine ramps!. The model used the same parameter
values in each simulation. The range value for the random
bias module (M ) was 0.006, the critical ratio value ~Z crit!
was 1.117, the time constant of the first leaky integrator ~m!
was 3 ms, and the time constant of the second leaky integrator ~g! was 70 ms. It should be noted here that the simulation
of the results of Anstis and Saida ~1985! described in Sec.
III A was used to find rough values for the model parameters.
These values were then optimised so that the model gave the
best fit to the experimental data described below, which were
gathered from 5 subjects ~Anstis and Saida, 1985!, 1 subject
~van Noorden, 1975!, and 14 subjects ~Miller and Heise,
1950!. Although a single model with one set of parameters
could be considered as a ‘‘single’’ listener, the best-fit procedure described here suggests that the model simulations can
be considered as the response of an ‘‘average’’ listener to the
stimuli.
When the experimental studies used ABAB stimuli of
indefinite duration, listeners’ responses were simulated in the
following way. The simulation of Anstis and Saida’s ~1985!
study described below indicated that the model output in
response to a stimulus, when averaged over a number of
trials, is relatively invariant after 15 s ~see Fig. 7!. Therefore,
the number of ‘‘coherent’’ responses given by the model for
the last second of a 15-s sequence were recorded over a
number of trials, and the ‘‘coherent’’ score was divided by
the number of trials to give the percentage of coherent responses. The resultant percentage coherence value was then
used to map the model output on to listeners’ responses.
A. Buildup of stream segregation over time

Anstis and Saida ~1985! showed that all ABAB sequences begin by sounding coherent, and that the probability
of temporal coherence decreases steadily over time as a func2277
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tion of total sequence duration. The methodology of Anstis
and Saida ~1985! was suitable for computer simulation, and
the response of the model to their stimuli was recorded and
compared with their data.
The stimuli used were 30-s ABAB sequences, where
f A5800 Hz and f B51200 Hz. The TRT was either 62.5 or
125 ms, and the duration of each tone was equal to the TRT
~i.e., no silences!. Each sequence was played a total of 25
times, as in their study. During the presentation of the stimulus, decisions by the model in favor of temporal coherence
were totalled for each second along the length of the sequence and expressed as a percentage. The results were then
plotted and compared with those of Anstis and Saida
~1985!—see Fig. 7. As can be seen, the model is clearly
successful in replicating the buildup of stream segregation
over time found by Anstis and Saida ~1985!.
Our claim that the model replicates the experimental
data is limited to the broad ‘‘buildup’’ principle. We have no
deterministic explanation for the undulations in the curves.
These arise in the model output as a result of the stochastic
nature of one stage of the process. However, when averaged
over very large numbers of trials, the model gives a coherence function that shows a smooth decline with signal duration, and we assume that the same would be true of human
listeners. Although, in principle, the variation in subject response should be predictable from the model, unfortunately
no data on subject response is available, only mean response
curves. If standard error values could be established for listeners, then these should be the same for the model. This
provides one possible method for testing the model in future.

B. Temporal coherence and fission boundaries

To map the model output on to the responses of listeners
and simulate van Noorden’s ~1975! temporal coherence and
fission boundaries, we take fixed percentage coherence levels
as being equivalent to the criteria employed by listeners to
define these two perceptual boundaries. The model fission
boundary ~MFB! is taken to be the D f value where the
model output drops below 100% coherent responses. This
criterion was suggested by the nature of the fission boundary,
which defines a region where the percept is always one of
permanent temporal coherence—i.e., a model output of
100% coherent responses. When the model output drops below 100% coherent responses, a segregated/coherent mix is
indicated which corresponds to the percept heard in the ambiguous region. To find the model equivalent to the temporal
coherence boundary, we take a value of 40% coherent responses ~arrived at by experimentation! as being the model
segregation threshold ~MST!, and assume that the MST is
equivalent to the criterion employed by listeners to define the
temporal coherence boundary. That is, for percentage coherence responses ,40%, the percept ‘‘heard’’ by the model is
equivalent to the percept of steady segregation heard by listeners above the temporal coherence boundary. The majority
of van Noorden’s ~1975! experiments showed that the temporal coherence boundary asymptotes within a TRT range of
150–250 ms ~Fig. 2!. This suggests that above a certain TRT
value in this range, the temporal coherence boundary will
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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FIG. 8. Two-dimensional probability response surfaces illustrating the average % coherent responses given by the model at the end of a 15-s ABAB sequence
using various combinations of TRT and f B . Also shown is the model segregation threshold ~MST! of 40% coherent responses. For all sequences, f A51000
Hz.

never be crossed, regardless of D f , because the asymptote
rises to infinity. This implies that above a certain TRT value
in this range, the model output will never drop below the
MST of 40% coherent responses, whatever the D f between A
and B.
To test this hypothesis, 15-s ABAB sequences of 40-ms
tones were presented to the model. A number of TRT values
and f B values were used ~TRT550, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150,
170, 190, 230, and 270 ms, f B51060 to 1780 Hz in 60-Hz
steps!, and f A was kept constant at 1000 Hz. There were 100
trials for each TRT/f B combination, and the number of coherent responses for the last second of each sequence were
totalled for each combination and converted to percentages.
The MFB was found by repeating the above procedure using
TRTs of 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 ms for f A51000 Hz and
finding the f B value where the model output dropped below
the 100% coherent responses level.
Figure 8 shows the percentage of coherent responses for
each TRT as a function of f B . For clarity, percentage of
coherent responses .65% are omitted from the graph. All
the TRTs investigated, except for the 230- and 270-ms conditions, drop below the MST. These results support the hypotheses that the percentage of coherent responses will never
drop below the MST at long TRTs, and that an MST value of
40% coherent responses can be taken as being equivalent to
the criterion employed by listeners to define the temporal
coherence boundary. This suggests that the ambiguous region
can be defined as the region over which the percentage of
coherent responses varies between just below 100% ~the
MFB! to 40% ~the MST!.
The ambiguous region can be illustrated by plotting the
f B values where each two-dimensional TRT response surface
in Fig. 8 intersects the MST. Where the model’s output fluctuated around the MST, the average of the crossover points
was used as the value of f B . This procedure gives the model
2278
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equivalent to the temporal coherence boundary. If the MFB
is also plotted, then the area between them will correspond to
the ambiguous region of van Noorden ~1975!—see Fig. 9.
A comparison of van Noorden’s ~1975! results ~Fig. 2!
with the model data ~Fig. 9! shows that both temporal coherence boundaries exhibit the same gradual increase with TRT,
and that the fission boundaries are relatively constant with
respect to TRT. However, no model value for the temporal
coherence boundary can be obtained when TRT.190 ms, as
the model’s percentage coherence output is always greater
than the MST ~40%!, resulting in the characteristic asymptote of the temporal coherence boundary. The resultant
model asymptote is shown in Fig. 9. In addition, the variance
around the MST for TRTs of 170 and 190 ms results in a
variable value for the temporal coherence boundary in this
range, thereby reproducing the observations of van Noorden

FIG. 9. The model equivalent to the temporal coherence boundary ~MST!
and its asymptote ~dotted line! derived from Fig. 8. The graph also shows
the model fission boundary ~MFB!. Here, f A51000 Hz.
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FIG. 10. Comparison of Miller and Heise’s ~1950! trill threshold, the
equivalent rectangular bandwidth ~ERB! of f A , the model fission boundary
~MFB!, and the model temporal coherence boundary ~MST!. TRT5100 ms.

~1975! and Bregman ~1990! that the temporal coherence
boundary varies from subject to subject. The close correspondence between the experimental and model data justifies
taking fixed percentage coherence levels as being equivalent
to the criteria employed by listeners to define the temporal
coherence and fission boundaries.
C. The trill threshold and the fission boundary

Miller and Heise ~1950! defined the trill threshold as the
D f between two tones where the percept changes from that
of a musical trill ~i.e., a percept of temporal coherence! to a
percept of ‘‘two unrelated and interrupted tones’’—i.e., two
separate streams of notes. Miller and Heise’s ~1950! experiment was simulated by studying both the fission boundary
and the temporal coherence boundary, because their description of the trill threshold does not make it clear whether
subjects increased D f until the percept of permanent temporal coherence changed to the segregated/coherent mixture
characteristic of the ambiguous region, or to the permanentsegregation percept found above the temporal coherence
boundary. That is, whether the trill threshold is equivalent to
the temporal coherence or fission boundary.
The model was presented with 15-s ABAB sequences
where f A was fixed at one of the f A values used by Miller
and Heise ~1950!, and f B varied in frequency above it. The
tone durations and TRTs of all sequences were 100 ms, corresponding to Miller and Heise’s ~1950! stimuli. There were
100 trials for each combination of f A and f B , and the number
of coherent responses for the last second of each sequence
were totalled for each combination and converted to percentages.
To find the fission boundary, D f was gradually increased
until the model output for the last second of the sequence
dropped below 100% coherent responses ~the MFB of Sec.
III B!. To find the temporal coherence boundary, D f was
gradually increased until the model output for the last second
of the sequence dropped below 40% coherent responses ~the
MST of Sec. III B!. Figure 10 shows the resultant D f values
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for the MST and MFB for each f A value compared with
Miller and Heise’s ~1950! results and the value of ERB~f A!
calculated using Eq. ~5!. Figure 10 indicates that their trill
threshold corresponds to the model’s MFB ~i.e., the fission
boundary!, with the MST ~the temporal coherence boundary!
showing higher D f values over the range of frequencies investigated.
Van Noorden ~1975! found a number of different values
for the fission boundary, which varied with stimulus and experimental procedure, ranging from '1075 to '1155 Hz
when f A51000 Hz. For f A51000 Hz, there is a close correspondence between the MFB of '1090 Hz, Miller and
Heise’s ~1950! trill threshold of '1167 Hz, and van
Noorden’s ~1975! fission boundary data. This indicates that
the trill threshold corresponds to the fission boundary. Furthermore, the equivalence of the MFB and trill threshold
with the value of ERB~f A! strongly suggests that the fission
boundary is connected with auditory-filter width ~i.e., physiological factors!.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Two very simple principles lie at the heart of the model:
the stochastic nature of the system response to simple
stimuli, and the low-pass filtering effect of neural signal processing. These have been grafted on to two generally accepted characteristics of the auditory periphery: bandpass
mechanical filtering and the rapidly adapting response of AN
fibers. At the output of the model, we have established a
principle that the system attenuates activity in channels that
are already less active—a process that could be seen as a
method for enhancing signal-to-noise ratio. Despite the relative simplicity of the model, it has been shown above to
behave in a manner qualitatively and quantitatively consistent with a range of stream segregation phenomena observed
when listening to alternating pure-tone sequences. These include the effects of rate of presentation of stimuli and Gestalt
auditory grouping on the basis of frequency proximity ~Beauvois and Meddis, 1995!. The behavior of the model is also
consistent with two important observations: first, that the
system begins in ‘‘coherent’’ mode, only gradually creating
streams and, second, that shifts of attention can occur spontaneously without conscious effort ~van Noorden, 1975;
Anstis and Saida, 1985!.
We accept that the model is a hybrid of physiology and
electrical signal processing. We have done this because we
know enough about the auditory periphery to be reasonably
sure what the physiological response to tones is like at the
level of the AN, while we are less sure about the details of
the response at the level of the auditory brain stem. We can,
however, be sure that the response is stochastic rather than
deterministic. There are also many examples of temporal
smearing as the signal is passed from one stage to another
~Oertel et al., 1988; Rees and Palmer, 1989!. Our concern
was to show that these two principles might have a role to
play in explaining auditory stream segregation phenomena.
We believe that a prima facie case has been made that this is
the case. We do accept, however, that a detailed program of
research lies ahead if we are to establish precisely how these
principles are implemented in the auditory nervous system.
M. W. Beauvois and R. Meddis: Simulation of stream segregation
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The work described above was greatly stimulated by
experiments carried out in the Gestalt tradition ~Bregman,
1990!. Experiments in this tradition establish the principle
that the mind has the ability to uncover structure or to impose structure on sensory experience. We see our modeling
efforts as speculations concerning the kind of signalprocessing hardware that might underpin the psychological
principles that Gestalt psychology has established. The
mechanisms that generate the behavior need not map directly
on to the language of Gestalt psychology. For example, the
concept of ‘‘stream segregation’’ is an apt description of the
sensory experience, but need not imply that representations
of auditory objects are physically separated by the mechanism, sent via different routes, and manipulated independently. In our model, there is no separation. On the contrary,
the whole of the sensory response remains intact, but different parts of the representation are highlighted in such a way
as to emphasize those parts of the representation arising from
one of the ensemble of competing auditory objects. As a
result, the organism should be able to organize a response to
that auditory object without being confused by the presence
of competing sounds. Later, the spotlight may shift and emphasize the features of a different object. The point is that the
system does not contain streams, but it does behave in the
same way as a human listener who experiences an alternation
of foreground and background auditory objects.
The model further implies that the foreground/
background segregation work takes place spontaneously at a
very early stage. This proposal may appear to be contradicted
by the fact that listeners can consciously switch attention
between alternative auditory impressions. However, while
conscious choice may require cortical involvement, we suggest that the formulation of alternatives, between which the
choice must be made, is the work of low-level processes.
While a computer model cannot, in itself, prove this hypothesis, it does show that it is a distinct possibility.
The model assumes the input to the system is noisy, and
that the functioning of the system adds further noise. While it
is widely recognized that the AN response to sound is a very
noisy representation of the stimulus, there has been very
little discussion of the implications of this fact for an understanding of auditory perceptual processes. It is natural to
assume that statistical fluctuations are minimized by some
averaging process at later stages of the system. However this
need not always be the case. Our model proposes that the
noise is exploited to facilitate the process of segregation. Our
implementation of the model uses a very crude, but easily
manipulated method to inject noise into the system. A desirable future development is a more detailed study of the stochasticity of the nerve fiber response, and a demonstration
that this is consistent with the requirements of the model as
described above.
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